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Wolwedans Dunes Lodge
Namibia

In the remote desert landscape of the sprawling
NamibRand Nature Reserve is this eco-savvy
lodge – rustic chalets on raised wooden floors
with canvas walls, canopied beds, ensuites,
tribal rugs and desert vistas that go on forever.
There’s a swimming pool and a resident
massage therapist – bliss after bouncing over
those desert roads. A team of safari guides help
guests trace the footsteps of the Bushmen who
have been traversing the desert for centuries.
Take a scenic flight, go hot-air ballooning or
picnic beneath camel-thorn trees. Gourmet
bush cuisine is served by the soft glow of
candlelight and the echoing stillness of the
night. Remote and remarkable.
Size Nine chalets
web wolwedans.com
Did you know Mysterious circles in the sand dot
the landscape on the edge of the Namib Desert.
They are called fairy circles, but no one knows
what they really are.
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J.K. Place Capri

Capri, Italy

Divine cliff-top hotel on the exclusive isle
of Capri. It’s new but has instant star quality.
Italian designer Michele Bonan’s bespoke
interiors deftly create a world of low-key
luxe. Every room is a mélange of crisp whites
and Mediterranean blues and sun-washed
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colours, flashes of ’60s-retro, canopied beds,
monogrammed cushions, masses of fresh
flowers and a curated art collection. At
JKitchen, seafood stars on the menu, but it’s
breakfast on the panoramic terrace that you
must not miss. Seeking privacy? The penthouse
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has its own private terrace with views of the
shimmering Gulf of Naples. Perfetto!
Size 22 rooms
WEB jkcapri.com
Did you know The J.K. Place is the only hotel in
Capri with direct access to the beach. h

